
1. Before Delphi’s Oracle: Another Beginning in Socrates’ Intellectual Biog-
raphy

In the heart of Symposium, fixed by several frames within a complex struc-

ture of narrative times

1

, we find perhaps the most distant flash back of

Socrates’ intellectual biography in the Platonic version: the meeting with Di-

otima, situated, with a sort of desired haziness, at an unspecified moment of

Socrates’ young age. Here a precocious and crucial turning point for the fu-

ture philosopher’s destiny seems to be situated; here seems to appear the hid-

den root of a vocation which will later assume its intellectual shape in

dialegesthai, but immediately showing with the characteristic of a commit-

ment to think in a certain way of oneself and of the dimension of human life.

Before getting the heart of the matter, I am going to make some prelimi-

nary remarks which justify the method followed in my analysis. 

The attention devoted by Plato in his Dialogues to the dramatic recon-

struction of Socrates’ historical figure concentrates on two focal points, trig-

gering the interest for some biographical moments of his. The first one is

Socrates’ death, with the representation of the meaningful events preceding it

2

where the interest for the philosopher’s testimony and moral legacy prevails.
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Different times, meaningful for Socrates’ biography and for the city’s history, are repre-

sented through frames and insets with reference to the main narration of the dialogue: the sym-

posium takes place in 416BC – year in which Socrates is in his full maturity and Athens is in

a crucial moment of the Peloponnesus war; the narration of the event is around the year 400 –

on the eve of Socrates’ trial, in the defeated Athens recently back to democracy; a flash back

present in Socrates’ speech recalls events happened around the year 440 – Pericles’ era when

the philosopher in the making talks with learned Diotima; a second reference is present in Al-

cibiades’ speech, recalling an event of missed seduction happened around the year 434 – a

year in which Socrates is a young man and Alcibiades a boy.

2

The receiving of the charge, the defense at the trial, the staying in jail and the day of the

death are arranged in sequence in the four dialogues of the first tetralogy: Eutifrones, Apology,

Criton and Phaedo. They are of course dialogues made in different times and with different

aims. However, it doesn’t seem too arbitrary finding a certain narrative coherence among the
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The second one is the beginning – or the beginnings – of his research, with

the representation of scenes going back to his formation years, when the con-

tacts, the debates, the thoughts credited to young Socrates outline the initial

motives of what will be an exemplar course the stages of which go through

the whole intellectual map of 5

th

-century culture in Athens. 

Starting from these beginnings, “fathers and rivals” of Plato’s thought, ac-

cording to the fitting expression by Vegetti, so entitling the third of his

Quindici lezioni su Platone (2003, pp. 41-52), confront themselves in a direct

or indirect way with the Socrates of the Dialogues; and it is through the role

they play, first in the formation of the master, then in his dialectic practice, that

the reader is induced to measure the value of their contribution to the research

of learning. 

Symposium is a particularly interesting dialogue to be read as a fantastic

biography of Socrates. Following a suggestion by Hadot (1998), on the in-

dicative value of which we will have the opportunity of dealing with again, I

would like to say that this work by Plato «is, together with the Apology, a lit-

erary monument erected to the memory of Socrates». If we read it from this

point of view, the dialogue supplies us, starting from the first frame, three or

four time glimpses to visualize Socrates at different ages of his – 69, 53, 35 and

29 or even less than that – and to get the philosopher’s continuous presence in

Athens’ history, through the memory of his companions and fellow citizens. 

With the evocation of Diotima, the learned woman from Mantinea intro-

duced as an expert about love matters, a biographical tile which is quite anom-

alous in Socrates’ philosophical formation is positioned next to the fragments

from other dialogues. The one referred as a self-testimony in Phaedo (96a-

100a), according to which the philosopher, attracted as a young man by Anas-

sagora’s naturalism, had early understood its limits, transferring his research

from the mechanic boundary of material causes to the finalist perspective of

ideas. The one supplied through a dubious chain of testimonies in Par-
menides, according to which young Socrates had put to the test, in a con-

frontation with Parmenides and Zeno (who here proves himself to be the

promoter of a faulty dialectic) a first intuition of the possibilities opened up

by the dialectic use of ideas: But above all the one in which Socrates tells
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fragments of Socrates’ biography distributed by Plato in the several dialogue units, disregard-

ing the pertaining contests. The grouping made in the first tetralogy actually suggests a sort of

dramatic unity for the dialogues reporting the events connected to Socrates’ death. The pa-

rameter of narrative coherence will be used as a working hypothesis to try the reconstruction

of the “beginning” of Socrates’ philosophizing, within the frame offered by Plato’s dramati-

zation.
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about the origin and the sense of his philosophical “mission” in the very fa-

mous flash back in the Apology (20c-23c), starting his activity of perpetual

questioner from a sort of divine ordination he got from the Delphi oracle with

the enigma of Socrates’ “knowledge”.

Considering the reasons why the most plausible dramatic date to put the

meeting between Diotima and Socrates is 440BC

3

, we should however think

of it as an ante quem term, before which several conversations between the

two

4

might have happened. In any case, keeping in mind that the talks with

the learnt woman from Mantinea are connected with his stay in Athens,

Socrates should be no more than 29 and even younger than that. 

Going on with the attempt of building a possible relative dating of the dra-

matic scenes where the “beginnings” of Socrates’ philosophizing are repre-

sented, it is fit a this point getting the heart of the matter concerning some

contents of the representation. In which of the scenes does Socrates look

younger? You cannot help but observing that the tale of the meeting with learnt

Diotima in Symposium gives most prominence to his theoretical and dialectic

inexperience, exhibited in the several passages showing him conditioned and

passive compared to her superior competence. This allows to imagine that, ac-

cording to the logic of Plato’s portrait of Socrates, this scene may be situated in

a close time, or in a not too far time, from when, according to Phaedon, the

philosopher in the making could have felt a naïve attraction for naturalism –

which disappeared only with a more meditated approaching to Anassagoras’

book – and from the time when, according to Parmenides, he tried to reason

upon the constructive possibilities of dialectic speech, without being able to

focus its difficulties

5

by himself. The three scenes might be ideally recomposed

into an only time frame, characterized by an intense and manifold reconnais-

sance of young Socrates among the most relevant cultural presences of his time.

The outcome of the confrontation with the scene of the Delphi oracle seems

to be different instead. While Socrates’ inexperience in the dialogue with Di-

otima referred in Symposium – where not only he never takes the role of the
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3

About the dramatic dating of this faraway scene of initiation of young Socrates from a for-

eign learned woman, it is relevant the reference to the purifying intervention by Diotima in

Athens, which, according to what said by Socrates in Symposium (201c), would have delayed

of 10 years the arrival of the plague in the city: you therefore get the date of 440BC, as the his-

torical event of the plague in Athens goes back to 430.

4

There are several references in the text to Socrates and Diotima visiting frequently for a

probably extended time. See in particular: 206b5-6 e 207a5-6.

5

It makes this sense the drill (gymnasia) led by the character Parmenides to the benefit of

Socrates, with the patent aim that he can strengthen his intuition of the dialectic use of ideas,

seriously facing the theoretical difficulties concerning the one-many relationship.
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questioner, but he leaves to Diotima even the task of answering for him – is bla-

tant, in the scene referred in Apology on the contrary, Socrates is able to or-

ganize a strategy to test even the enigmatic truth of Delphi’s god

6

, then arriving

on his own, through a refined practice of elenchos, at discovering that “know-

ing not to know” is the best form of human knowledge. Furthermore, as it has

been claimed by eminent commentators, the question to the oracle about

Socrates’ superior knowledge asked by Cherephon – a friend who really thinks

highly of him and doesn’t mean at all to mock him – assumes at least a rela-

tive fame of Socrates as an intellectual

7

. He can’t be less than 30 years old

here. The dramatic dates of the two scenes get closer, but within a clear rela-

tionship of before – Diotima’s teaching – and after – Socrates’ full conscience

of the quality of his knowledge, in the debate with the oracle of Delphi. 

A comparative recognition on the possible dramatic dates might look bor-

ing and excessive in front of the objective, but the foreword seemed indis-

pensable to me to give reason about the scene recalled by the character

Socrates: the scene from which we know that a remote exchange of knowledge

with a woman, who isn’t a philosopher, has given Socrates the necessary sup-

port for a new intellectual practice, inherently dialectic too, making him able

to contradict the speech about eros by Agathon the poet in the name of truth. 

It is good to say clearly that this research on the possible priority of the

Symposium scene on the one of Apology is aimed at examining a representa-

tional strategy. In fact it’s not a matter of ascertaining how things really hap-

pened, but which is the inner logic of Plato’s representation about the

“beginnings”, the roots of Socrates’ research

8

, which wants to be in its turn the

representation of the origins of philosophy: an anomalous doctrine, canoni-

cally linked to the figure of Socrates, consisting in the research of truth

through dialegesthai9

. From this point of view, it is not important at all to es-

tablish the historical authenticity of the character of Diotima

10

and of her
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6

On the strong self-awareness, expressed by the Socrates of the Apology in the debate with

the enigma of the Delphi oracle, see Brancacci (1997).

7

As the question posed by Cherefons supposes an already popular fame of Socrates’ in-

tellectual abilities, it is dramatically plausible only if it is situated not before his 29-30 years

of age (that is between 440 and 439). Brisson (1997, Introduction, p. 68), Giannantoni (2005

pp. 252-254), Taglia (2010, pp. 101-144,117, n. 46) express this opinion.

8

On the closeness even in terms of affinity between the Apology and Symposium, with

particular reference to Socrates’ knowledge, see Ioppolo (1999).

9

For the thesis that dialegesthai makes up the method and the aim of Socratic philosophy,

the main reference is to the works of Gabriele Giannantoni, whose final results are summed up

in Giannantoni (2005).

10

Most scholars think it is a literary figure, a fictitious character invented by Plato for the
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meeting with Socrates, as it is not important to believe to the recall in his de-

fence by his friend Cherefons – dead at the time of the trial – by the charac-

ter of Socrates in Apology.

It is important on the contrary to ask oneself – as it has already been done

in different ways – which are the reasons of this double ordination, a Delphic

and a mystery one, of the character of Socrates

11

. Or also asking oneself, as I

mean to do in this intervention, on the representative meaning of this double

beginning of young Socrates, trying to establish a meaningful nexus, a some-

how consequential one, between the teaching that Socrates gets from Dio-

tima and the evolution of his conscience in “knowing not to know”.

2. Diotima’s Gift

If it is plausible that the scene from Symposium comes before the one from

the Apology, and that the priestess is introduced as the first real teacher of

Socrates, the analysis can apply to the text with a question: what does Dio-

tima’s knowledge really consist in and in what form does it intervene in the

formation of young Socrates?

The breaking in of the character in the dialogue – which is paradoxical, as

we are going to see, for a series of reasons – closely follows the persuasive

rebuttal Socrates has subjected Agathon the poet to – highly acclaimed by the

people taking part to the symposium – to prove his total ignorance in the field

of eros (Symp., 199c-201c). The reference to Diotima is not necessary in the

context of the dialogue. There is no need of it for the refined dialectic art

showed by the Socrates of 416, who can lead his interlocutor, as an inexperi-

enced boy, to reconsider completely the logic of his speech, to admit the mis-

take he made by dealing with an inherently relationship-wise concept

12

, just
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dramatic needs of the dialogue. The total absence of any confirmation outside Symposium is

the main argument in favour of this hypothesis, even if the ex silentio evidence is considered

weak and dangerous. See apropos of this Nails (2002, p. 137). For what concerns the debate

on Diotima’s historical authenticity, see Halperin (1990, pp. 119-122); a quick and effective re-

enactment of the two opposed fronts can be found in Ramos Jurado (1999, in part. pp. 79-81).

The methodological choice of definitely considering Diotima as a figure from Plato’s imagi-

nation is well represented by Hobbs (2006, pp. 252-271).

11

The acknowledgement of a Delphic ordination in the platonic figure of Socrates is shared,

starting from the episode of the oracle in the Apology. The representation of his training at the

priestess from Mantinea in Symposium makes us think of a connection between the two dialogues

and to a second ordination, one connected with mystery in this instance. For the interpretation of

the reference to mystery cults, see for instance Brisson (1998, Introduction, pp. 65-71).

12

The relational implication of the concept of love, together with concepts such as father,
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as eros is, as if it could be defined in itself – ignoring the tension towards the

“other from the self” it expresses. There is no need of it for the philosophical

professionalism Socrates has got by now: he can conclude by saying: «It is the

truth, beloved Agathon, which you can’t contradict, as it is not difficult to re-

fute Socrates» (Symp., 201c8.10). Anyway, it is just under the shelter of his

acquired methodological safety and of his results that Socrates introduces his

retrospective story, doubling the reasoning by which eros has shown itself as

an expression of lack (endeia) to pay full homage to Diotima and to give the

utmost importance to his received teaching. The philosopher says in fact to

have totally relied upon the elenchos performed on him by the learned woman

from Mantinea to sketch out his own one with Agathon and to have entirely

reproduced its plan

13

.

But in Diotima’s speech there is something more than the dialectic scheme:

something allowing Socrates to proceed somehow beyond the counterargu-

ment, beyond the research of what should be, according to the criterion stated

a short time before, the “correct” starting point of the speech, that is the the-

oretical definition of the real nature of eros. As a matter of fact, the resources

brought into the dialogue by Diotima are still inadequate to the control of

philosophical language, not particularly for the use of myth – recurring in

highly complex contests in Plato’s dialogues –, but rather for the excess of

connotations in her figure and for the allusive recalls, the overlapping mean-

ings which thicken into her words, beyond what is actually said.

Let’s start from the character. Diotima is first of all a woman, taken to

speak by a literary escamotage into a symposium for men only, or better a

strictly male cultural élite from which, according to the historical reality of the

Greek world, she would have been excluded compulsorily

14

. The fact that she

is also a foreigner – without entering into the merits of the specific connota-

tions of her coming from Mantinea – gives a further symbolic relevance to the

strangeness of her figure compared with the mood of refined and conspirato-

rial harmony linking the people taking part to the symposium in Athens.
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mother, brother, is the keystone of the counterargument, as it prevents the use of autonomous

definitions, not relative to anything else. The identification of eros with “desire of…” brings

then to the relational concept of “lack” (endeia), as the identifying element of love. On the re-

lational aspect of the concept, see Nucci e Centrone (2009, p. 121, n. 201). On the interpreta-

tions of the passage, see Susanetti (1992, pp. 208-209, n. 119).

13

See Symp., 201e3-8. On the relevance of the duplication of Diotima’s dialogue scheme

by Socrates, see Casertano (1997, pp. 283-84); also see Reale (1997, in part. pp.141-45).

14

See Cantarella (1996); more in general, on the analysis of the conditions of women’s

minority archaic and classical Greece, see Cantarella (1981, in part. pp. 42-79).
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Secondly, Diotima is a priestess, the bearer of an ancient knowledge, in-

troduced by Socrates in his speech with a halo of sacredness and authorita-

tiveness inducing to take her words as enigmas, guardians of truths not wholly

expressible. In this sense, Diotima’s form of teaching can be compared to the

Delphic oracle’s, but the symbolic material offered to Socrates’ pre-philo-

sophical considerations is much richer. If the god from Delphi negates, mark-

ing the limit to human pretensions, the priestess from Mantinea says generous

words, giving the chance of overtaking that limit, as we will see, towards the

best. Socrates tells gratefully about it, pointing out his fear of making an in-

adequate account of it (Symp., 201d7-8). 

The surplus of sense coming from the connotations of the character is ac-

tually implicit for sure, starting from her womanliness, which has got a strong

but ambiguous role in the strategy of the representation. Before making any

hypothesis apropos of that, allowing for the intense and by now historical de-

bate on this aspect of Diotima’s figure

15

, I would like to recall rapidly the

points that in her teaching come out from the revelation of the nexus between

love and lack:

– As it wishes what he hasn’t got, eros is neither fine nor good

– For the same reasons, eros is not wise

– As it doesn’t own good and fine things, eros isn’t happy

– As he isn’t happy he is not an (immortal) god

This doesn’t mean that:

– Eros is necessarily ugly and bad 

– Eros is completely ignorant

– Eros is unhappy (correlative thesis not expressed)

– Eros is a (mortal) man
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15

The fact that Diotima is a woman has attracted the attention and caused a wide debate

among contemporary commentators. Most commentators tend to reduce to a symbolic value

the character of Diotima, considering her definitely a mask of Plato’s theatre and seeing her as

a trope of the rising philosophical rhetoric, taking advantage of the proven allegorical resources

of poetry. Diotima’s womanliness might for instance represent – as a rhetoric figure – the value

of erotic reciprocity, recalled in a context of pederastic relationships characterized by the lack

of reciprocity. For this sort of symbolic reading, see Calame (1992, in part. pp. 148-153) and

Halperin (1990, in part. pp. 264-271). A summary of the most debated theses in a relatively re-

cent past, together with a more committing relaunching of the question “why Diotima is a

woman” can be found in Halperin (1990). There has then been an intense debate at an inter-

national level among the women-commentators making somehow reference to gender prob-

lems. We will examine some aspects of this in our analysis.
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The first objective of Diotima’s teaching seems to be the one of attracting

Socrates’ attention on the existence of an intermediate area, the metaxy, where

the antitheses beautiful-ugly, learned-ignorant, happy-unhappy, immortal-

mortal, apparently placed on opposed and incommunicable sides of the ridge

dividing gods from man, can establish communication

16

. In the language of

myth, proposed by Diotima, Eros is in fact a demon in charge of the media-

tion (Symp., 202d14-203a4)

17

, a creature whose genealogy includes the ex-

treme scarcity of a mortal – his mother Penia  – and the abundance of resources

of a god, his father Poros (Symp., 203 a9-e5)

18

.

As the description of the demon goes on, it becomes more and more evi-

dent that Diotima’s revelation directly concerns man’s nature, at least as far

as this is able to rise above the animal condition, strictly and only bound to

the essential needs. Uniting to poverty the continuous quest for resources, the

mythical figure of Eros the demon lends itself to representing any difficulty

and any bid for growth in man’s history; and if the demon is finally identified

with the philosopher, with his inexhaustible desire of coming out of igno-

rance to reach knowledge, it is just the human aspect of wisdom, that imper-

fection revealing man’s nature, to occupy the centre of the stage. 

Before Diotima’s speech evolves in the sense of scala amoris, devoted to

the highest steps of contemplative initiation – which so much suggestion has

had on the commentators of all times – the comparison between men and gods

prevails in the speech praising eros, from a point of view which is not simply

cognitive: the state of “lack”, revealed by desire, doesn’t refer in primis to

knowledge – which recurs several times as a specific example, as if the “ig-

norance-knowledge” relationship were the translation in intellectual terms of

the problems that eros is called to mediate –; the “lack” is underlying first of

all the manifestation of that request of happiness, of fullness of life, of im-

mortality which all men conceive mirroring themselves into the image of

gods.

To this request Greek poetry – and, at the times of Socrates and Plato, its

precious legacy of quotations transferred to rhetoric – answered with a pow-

erful representative strategy, which rendered eternal glory to heroes in col-

lective memory. And it was up to the heroes to accomplish, through the
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16

On this theme, see de Luise (2004).

17

On this aspect, as a reading key of Diotima’s teaching to Socrates and as an indicator of

a need of mediation within Platonic philosophy, Scott and Welton (2000) express themselves

innovatively.

18

As a figure of poverty and need, Penia is situated on the human side of Eros’ genealogy,

while Poros is on the divine side.
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excellent deeds in their life, that perfect shape which seemed to incorporate

the style of gods

19

. We don’t need to go too far to recall this background to Di-

otima’s speech: clear examples have been given in the praise of Eros by the

participants to the symposium before Socrates’ speech, particularly the ones

by Phaedrus and by Pausanias. In Agathon’ speech, then, the heroic model is

overtaken by the rhetoric of the fullness of virtue, with bestowing on Eros, the

figure of the perfect lover, of every good and happiness. Socrates’ speech de-

velops while looking into their eyes the representatives of a poetical self-cel-

ebrating culture, talking about honour and eros to speak of excellent men,

introducing them as if they were gods.

If we accept this point of view, I think we can understand better the inter-

nal slips of Diotima’s speech

20

, which from the desire of beauty take to the de-

sire of good and happiness, and from here to human passion for immortality,

until the radical confutation of the way in which men conceive and practice

that desire, deceiving themselves to be able to become similar to gods

21

.

A quite fast segment of the path directly leads from the desire of taking

possession of beautiful and good things to the desire of being happy (204d-

e), that is of enjoying those things. This passage shows that happiness is gen-

erally conceived as the state in which you own beautiful and good things; and

it is so that, through a chain of intermediate wishes and aims, the final aim of

human desires, the top good configures itself as eudaimonia: «And in fact»,

says Diotima, «those who are happy are so as they own what is good, and it

is not necessary to ask why he who looks for happiness wants to be happy, be-

cause the answer is a final one» (Symp., 205a1-4).

The path to happiness as possession of what is beautiful heads however to-

wards its catastrophe when Diotima explains that men push their desire, what

«is for everybody the very great and insidious eros» (Symp., 205d3), to con-

ceive human happiness as «owning the good forever» (Symp., 206 a11-12),

and, correlatively, to think of themselves as immortal. 

The passion for immortality

22

, shown as evolution – or inner implication
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19

The unchangeable perfection of the form of gods is for Plato a specific object of survey

and rectification – compared to Homer’s representations suggesting the possibility of meta-

morphoses in divine beings – in Resp. II (381 c 10-11). Nothing from the outside could change

him, because of his superior power; nothing from the inside, for his perfection.

20

A recent contribution to the analysis of the inner turns in Diotima’s speech can be read

in Fussi (2008).

21

On this turn in Diotima’s speech and on the role of eros in man’s creative processes, see

Rowe (1998, pp. 45-57).

22

On the philosophical evolution of this dream, which arrives at crystallizing into the the-
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– of the idea that happiness is “perennial possession of good”, is in reality a

passion for the identity with oneself, to preserve one’s own excellent form: if

the gods are happy because they own good eternally, as they are always in the

perfection of what they are, the dream of men is looking like those who own

that good, imagining their own stable and perfect identity

23

.

It is here that Diotima’s knowledge gives the final blow to the self-cele-

brating culture ignoring the state of structural fragility the human being is in,

as he is not able to become “in need of nothing” just like the gods are believed

to be. Just forgetting the naïve and overbearing dream of getting divine im-

mortality, just substituting to the fullness scheme the one of “lack”, men will

reach a state of conscience enabling them to understand the authentic form of

good-happiness they can really long for: the one linking them to eros, to its

generative power of creating and recreating what continually destroys itself

and dies. This doesn’t mean giving up the dream of eternity raising man’s am-

bitions beyond the animal threshold of need, but, as we will see, it means con-

verting the dream and purifying it of its misleading and deceptive component. 

The turning point in the dialogue, from the first formula of happiness ac-

cording to which «love is aimed at the constant possession of good» (206a11-

12) to the statement that the goal of eros is «procreation in beauty according

to the body and according to the soul» (206b7-8; or also «generating and pro-

creating in beauty», 206e5), is very evident, as it has widely been pointed out

by scholars. Following the outline of the confrontation between men and gods

allows to highlight in a better way what in my opinion is the strategic objec-

tive of Diotima’s revelation to Socrates: exposing the false conscience hiding

behind the absolute desire of happiness in man, behind his passion for im-

mortality.

It would be interesting to look into the details of the passages superim-

posing first eros and poiesis (through an apparently formal comparison)

24

,

then poiesis and gennesis (or tokos), suggesting to the human request of im-

mortality a constructive (artificial, cultural) perspective and a generative (nat-

ural) one of eros, to be transferred entirely onto the human figure. But this

would go beyond the limits of the present work. 
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oretical passion of the Aristotelian philosopher as a form of becoming eternal (passing through

Plato’s Symposium), see Vegetti (2001). 

23

On the use of Socrates’ very image in ancient thought as the ideal anthropological model,

as a philosophical example of human happiness, see de Luise and Farinetti (1997).

24

See Symp., 205a9-d8. The formal comparison concerns the possibility of using the two

terms poiesis and eros, in a specific sense (poetry, love desire) or in a generic one (manufac-

ture, inclination).
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Focusing back on the two main characters, we can now examine some

passages which seem to go the heart of the peculiar knowledge of Diotima,

which appears to be passed on to Socrates according to the terms of a lan-

guage that is strongly characterized by the feminine experience of life. 

Starting from the notes concerning the effort (spoudé) and the tension (syn-
tasis) by which eros expresses itself (206b3), the debate now goes on within

the semantic area of childbirth (tokos) and of procreation (gennesis)

25

, com-

pletely abandoning the theme of happiness as perennial possession of good.

Here we can find contents that are particularly relevant to evaluate the possi-

ble effects of Diotima’s knowledge on Socrates’ conscience. 

The philosopher-to-be has accepted and partially contributed without par-

ticular difficulties to define the final goal according to men’s general opinions.

But now, in front of Diotima’s change of scheme and pace, he seems to be in

a quandary. Which will be the action (praxis and ergon)

26

by which eros ex-

presses itself, giving its contribution to the human quest for happiness? Dio-

tima must answer for it and now she speaks about eros using the terms of an

experience which is totally feminine: giving birth, generating, bringing to life.

Not simply wishing and imagining what one would like to possess, but pro-

ducing with an action what there wasn’t before, in the “poietic” manner of

craftsmen and artists – as well as women. When one arrives at the formula

«generating in beauty» as the real aim of the quest for happiness (substitut-

ing «beauty» as the object of appropriation)

27

, the erotic desire suddenly

changes perspective, stressing the nexus with a proceeding path normally hid-

den and little interesting to men’s eyes: instead of the erotic object, pregnancy

and giving birth; instead of desired beauty, the inner provocation it causes,

driving to produce something in its field, tokos en kalo (206b7-8).

Socrates wasn’t able to think of this on his own. Neither he easily under-

stands the received revelation, before Diotima entirely develops the seman-

tic area of procreating and giving birth, giving a surprising implementation of

the model of giving birth to the creative need of men and women, as pregnant

in their spirits as they are in their bodies:

All men (pantes anthropoi), Socrates, she went on, are pregnant (kyousin), in

body and soul, and when they have reached a certain age our nature has got the de-

sire of procreating (tiktein) […]. And in fact the union (synousia) of a man and a
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25

For the changed language, from now on characterized by the theme of procreation, see

Dover (1980, p. 147), and Brisson (1998, Introduction, p. 31, n. 3).

26

See Symp. 206b1-4.

27

Therein, 206e2-3.
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woman is procreation (tokos): and this is really the divine fact, because it is what is

immortal in a living person bound to die (en thneto onti to zoo): pregnancy (kyesis)

and generating (gennesis) (Therein, 206c1-3 e 5-8).

The perspective now opened, endorsing the role of pregnancy in the syn-
ousia of sexes

28

, shows their difference under a new light: different are not

only the complementary roles they play in the erotic-generative relationship,

but also their way of looking at life. Here Diotima doesn’t ask Socrates ques-

tions anymore, but she patiently explains to him, with elementary examples,

from which point of view men should learn to look at life and above all to look

at themselves.

«Generation», identified now as the real object of desire, is «something

perpetuating in life (aeigenes), something immortal (athanaton) for a mor-

tal being (hos thneto)» (206e8). Men should therefore look at the forms of

generating to pour out their desire of immortality, accepting the perpetuity

of re-generating as a reasonable replacement of the changeless reserved to

gods.

It is not a small difference. With the assumption of this new postulation,

the course of the debate on happiness changes as it now establishes the pur-

suit of human good within a form of definitely existential awareness. After

abandoning the dream of «possessing good forever», the reflection sinks into

the generative work which allows life to subsist. Erotic passion takes on the

dramatic hues of a fight for survival, where men, like sick animals, engage all

their strengths to oppose impending death

29

. Then, the fight typical of the

human being, aimed at acquiring a form worth to be passed on to future gen-

erations, blends in and cooperates with this. 

In Diotima’s speech the focusing on man as a psycho-physical commun-

ion, whose individual identity, always in fieri, depends on the joint recover-
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28

The word kyousin, used in 206c to indicate the condition of “pregnancy” as applicable

to both men and women, is exclusively referred to women in the Greek dictionary – with par-

ticular reference to the lexicon of medicine. See about this Hobbs (2006, p. 264): «In Hippo-

cratic Corpus, Aristotle, Galen kuō in the present and imperfect tenses always refers to the

woman’s experience of conception or being with child». The author insists on the exclusively

feminine connotation of the pregnancy lexicon, compared to the lexicon of “generating” (tik-
tein, gennan) usable for the two sexes. It must also be underlined the use of the word gennesis
(from gennao, specifically referring to the act of generating), instead of the more generic gen-
esis (from gignomai, referring to generation as production and transformation): reinforcing

the reference to the concreteness of the generative act itself, this lexical choice helps to shift

the attention on the feminine aspect of generating.

29

See Symp. 207a6-c1.
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ing of the body and the mind, is striking. On both levels, in fact, Diotima

places the «erotic» through which «mortal nature tries as much as possible to

become immortal»

30

. 

«We are never the same»

31

says Diotima, comparing with only one model

the processes of physical regeneration and those of formation and develop-

ment of mental habits, preserving an individual in time, even if changing each

part of his person. It is worth quoting in full the passage focusing on the elu-

sive profile of individuals concentrated in psycho-physical processes, and to-

gether with it the confidence in the work reproducing and strengthening their

identity:

For all the time in which a living person is said to live as a single (hekaston) and

to be always the same (einai to auto) – so for instance is called a same person from

his youth until he reaches his old age –, this one really doesn’t keep in himself the

same things, and all the same he is said to be the same individual (ho autos kaleitai).
Instead, even if he is losing something, he constantly replaces his hair, his flesh, his

bones, his blood, all his body. But not only his body, as, even as regards his soul, the

nature, the character, the opinions, the knowledge, the pleasures, the pains, the fears,

nothing of all this remains unchanged in each individual (hekasto): something on the

contrary is born and something else disappears (207d5-e5).

The need of paying attention to that continuous dying and that continuous

reweaving the weft of one’s way of life emerges as a particularly important

objective in Diotima’s speech: it is the intuition of a constructive and recon-

structive task oriented to oneself, which has its exact confirmation on the

methodological-cognitive level in the admission of a recurring state of lack-

ignorance, the pre-condition of the commitment to build always anew the

truth in speech. The following passage in fact explains that this scheme is

also valid in the cognitive field: «studying (melete)» is a continuous fight

against the losses of «oblivion (lethe)»; and only the production of «a new

memory (mneme) in the place of what has been lost can save (sozetai) the

knowledge (episteme) in such a way that it appears to be preserved intact»

32

.

Preserving knowledge is therefore a specific implementation of the general

prescription of «therapy» (melete), aimed at saving ourselves

33

. 
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30 Symp., 207d1-3.

31

Therein, 208a2.

32

Therein, 207e6-208a8.

33

The manner of building up again the identity, placing something new in place of the old,

is recommended as the right solution at any level of organization of what is alive: «In this way,

then, all that is mortal is saved (touto gar to tropo pan to thneton sozetai)» (208a8).
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The conclusion, completing Socrates’ initiation to the “little mysteries” of

eros,

34

rejoins the main theme of happiness, supplying a new formula of the

“aim” (the third one), completely measured on the existential conscience level

acquired by the speech: «Don’t be amazed, therefore, if according to nature

every being honours (tima) one’s own offshoot (to hautou apoblastema): as

it is in view of immortality that such commitment (spoude) and such love ac-

company anyone»

35

.

After the deception of being able to «possess good forever», after the re-

converting desire into the creative activity allowing to «procreate in beauty»,

Diotima’s teaching indicates the care of «one’s own offshoot» as the most ef-

fective interpretation of the erotic impulse characterizing human nature. It’s

just starting from this awareness that philosophical research can dive into the

highest regions of beauty.

3. Socrates’ conscience

The expression inviting to take care of «one’s own offshoot», symboli-

cally a multi-purpose one, is applicable first of all to that “oneself” which

must always be regenerated, thought over, oriented. The spoude, the melete,

the eros required, starting from this lesson of existential awareness, move in

different ways towards what will be the Socratic “self-care”. 

On the methodological-cognitive level, the affinity found out between eros
and research of knowledge puts Diotima’s teaching in direct connection with
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34

Here the chance of real learning by Socrates is stopped, according to learned Diotima:

«These are the love doctrines to which probably you too, Socrates, could be initiated. But for

what regards the highest and perfect mysteries, where also these latter doctrines find their con-

clusion, provided the right procedures are followed, well, I don’t know if you are able to un-

derstand them» (209e5-210a3). It would seem that Plato marks here a border line (with

reference to the further development of love’s “great mysteries”), concerning the future of phi-

losophy: a perspective having its roots in the Socratic reflection about life, but which is no

more necessarily Socratic. About the place Socrates could occupy on the ‘Ladder of love’, see

the very interesting discussion in Blondell (2006). Anyway, the last part of Diotima’s speech

on scala amoris doesn’t actually get any elaboration by the character of Socrates who is sum-

ming it up. On the need of not isolating the conclusive part of Diotima’s speech and to keep

the attention on the long previous part, Frede (1993) efficaciously comments: «We should not

make the mistake of getting captured by the final vision to the exclusion of everything that pre-

ceded it. A good deal of Diotima’s attention is devoted to the depiction of the continued effort

of all that is mortal to attain some kind of self-perfection by creative work» (p. 414).

35 Symp., 208b4-7.
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that «knowing not to know» exhibited by Socrates in the dialogue with Del-

phi’s oracle. But the awareness of lack, which is there precise recognition of

ignorance and already mature commitment to look for truth in the dialogue,

here shows deep roots into a wider awareness of the deficit and of the re-

sources of human nature, that cannot be reduced to an intellectual or philo-

sophical view of the sense of life. 

In an important time of studies, the most careful readings to the “gender”

characters in Diotima’s speech have highlighted how much Plato’s text seems

really indebted to a feminine vision of life, when it puts at the basis of the

philosopher’s formation the generative aspects of a method born from

women’s experience: from the practice of generating life and taking care of

it to preserve it.

Taking more time to think over the analysis of the strange appearance of

a woman of wisdom in the dialogue, readings such as the ones by Luce Iri-

garay, by Adriana Cavarero, by Luisa Muraro, have been as more alert in ob-

serving the aspects of authentic femininity of the character, as ready to

imagine her message in dialectic opposition to Plato the philosopher. I am re-

ferring for instance to the theses of Irigaray (1985, pp. 22-31), followed by

Muraro (2002, pp. 27-43), who reads in Diotima’s wisdom a mocking and

vitriolic criticism to the masculine culture expressed by the symposium, then

overcome by the evolution in a metaphysical sense of the dialogue – in which

one should read a methodological involution for the dialectics of Plato the

philosopher; or to the hypothesis, expressed by Cavarero (1990, pp. 93-122),

that Plato has devised a symbolic «theft» of women’s generative model, trans-

lating it into terms of masculine spiritual filiation and so contributing to that

hierarchic position of sexes, to that exorcism of femininity already performed

on the anthropological and social level by Greek culture. 

Surprising but up to a certain point undeniable is the fact that Plato ab-

sorbs, at the beginning of the new philosophical knowledge personified by

Socrates, a form of existential conscience which is markedly feminine, in op-

position to a culture of the representation of the self – according to the full-

ness scheme – markedly masculine

36

. The most awkward and most interesting
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36

On the figural use of the cultural difference between the two sexes, Halperin (1990) ex-

presses himself arguing that Plato, through Diotima, «has in effect reinscribed male identity in

his representation of female difference» (pp. 296-97). Accepting the fictitious character of

Plato’s representation of the “feminine”, the scholar has pointed out that, while the masculine

view of eros, for the ancient Greek man, is built, like hunger and thirst, «as an acquisitive pas-

sion», generating a specific male model of erotic possessiveness (p. 276), from the feminine

erotic model Plato could draw the values of reciprocity and creativity, allowing him to re-de-
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aspect of this operation is in my opinion the cultural hardiness of introducing

what might appear a regression for a young Greek intellectual-in-training –

that is assuming the female point of view, connected with the fragility of phys-

ical generation – as a progress of conscience, which, wiping out the self-de-

ception of the projection to immortality, allows the development of a sense of

oneself and of a research for knowledge which both have got the existential

sense of limit. 

In my opinion, though, we must first of all keep for Plato the ownership

of the events of the text and of his characters. Within the logic of the repre-

sentation, it is correct saying that Diotima’s femininity deploys all its sym-

bolic potential in the derision of the masculine point of view on human good:

we see in the strategic moves of the dialogue the feminine experience and

conscience of the hardships of generating compared to the masculine strategy

of self-celebration, rejecting the idea of death with a pretence of fullness,

identity, immortality.

I think one can reasonably conclude that Plato gives the task of overturn-

ing the foundations of a culture which is self-celebrating, based on the pos-

sessive, self-referential and homoerotic forms of masculine desire to the image

of Diotima, a woman, a savant, a foreigner, whose voice is unrelated to the

culture of the city’s élites. And for this she is also given the symbolic role of

initiating the would-be philosopher: so that Socrates learns to look away from

the images of heroic or rhetoric fullness, offered by the masculine unconscious

and pomposity, to draw from the feminine dimension of generating and caring

a way of thinking good and knowledge which is more adequate to man. 

Diotima’s gift changes Socrates’ approach to life before his approach to

knowledge. Knowing the nature of desire reveals him the nature of man: the

inconsistency and the continuous generation of an ego which is never the

same, never fully itself, never possessed as one’s own good

37

. The progresses

of Socrates’ conscience, represented by the training with Diotima the savant

and her formulas on happiness, overturn the aspirations of a false conscience

– looking at the happiness and the immortality of the gods – with the aware-

ness of what is human to wish, endorsing that productive ability that directs

each individual towards the best.
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fine the (male) philosopher’s identity (p. 297). A real re-writing of Plato’s Symposium, with spe-

cific attention to the dialectic between the sexes aimed at the discovery of reciprocity, can be

found in Heller (1981), who situates Diotima among the protagonists of the dialogue, on an

equal level as the male participants and other women’s characters.

37

Casertano (1997, pp. 299-302) lingers on the anti-metaphysical value of this fragility

and inner mobility, as typical characteristics of human identity.
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For this, Diotima’s teaching cannot but come earlier than “knowing not to

know” illuminating Socrates’s reflection at Delphi: the existential conscience

comes earlier than intellectual conscience of the self, reached through an ex-

perimental application – paradoxically against the god’s response

38

– of Del-

phi’s “know yourself”. Socrates’ existential events, scattered in the times of

the scenes represented in the two dialogues, develop together with a reflec-

tion on life accompanying the philosopher from the beginning to his death,

reaching a sort of passion for immortality purified of illusions.

The hypotheses suggested by 70-year-old Socrates in Apology on the des-

tiny of man after death (Apol. 40c-41d) leave the hope of individual immor-

tality open, but they point out that the possibility of simple psycho-physical

death wouldn’t however be frightening and that a good man would have

enough reasons to nurture virtue, even without the prize of an eternal blessed

life. In this sense, the vision of the fragility and the uncertainty of human

good, learned by the young Socrates of Symposium, seems to prolong its ef-

fects, in Plato’s representation, as far as the final scene in Apology. With ref-

erence to the commitment lavished by the Socrates of Phaedon to demonstrate

the immortality of the soul, there wouldn’t be however any contradiction: the

existential conscience of mortality, closely linked to the tangible reality of a

determinate subject, doesn’t prevent the idea of a long life of the soul as a

subjective trans-individual entity. In Symposium there is specifically the prac-

tical elaboration of the perspective opened by the idea of immortality on the

existential level: that of planning according to the order of good one’s own

identity, generating a “better ego”. 

If building oneself is the human task Socrates receives from learned Dio-

tima and passes on as a philosopher, together with the existential sense «lack»,

the prescription for caring one’s own offshoot is consistent with the formative

perfectionism occupying the centre of the paideia of Republic, through the

formula there prescribing to be always «stronger than oneself»

39

to realize

harmony inside the soul. 

A confirmation within Symposium of the continuity of Diotima’s teaching

in the practice of Socrates the philosopher can be found in the testimony Al-

cibiades gives about the effects of Socratic pedagogy on his person: what Al-

cibiades gets from Socrates, without being able to understand the value, is

exactly what a teacher must give or cause in the pedagogy of eros; and that

is the rift within one’s own conscience, the shame (aischyne) of the lack in
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On this paradoxical experiment, see Casertano (2008).

39

See Resp. IV, 430e4-431a1.
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front of the requests of desire, the goad of a never realized perfectionist proj-

ect

40

. In this sense we can also read the erotic exchange refused by Socrates

to Alcibiades. 

The conscience of young Socrates owes to a woman’s knowledge the idea

of making oneself be born, which will evolve into the awareness of being en-

trusted to one’s own care and to the caution of a method starting from “lack”.

Strategic femininity, allowing to move in the generative metaxy, anticipates,

in the scene of Symposium, the enigma of the philosopher’s knowledge, dis-

solved in Apology with the discovery of anthropine sophia.

Recalling Hadot’s formula used at the beginning, Symposium really ap-

pears as a monument to Socrates’ memory: a monument to his philosophical

path, from the roots of an existential conscience to methodological caution as

ideal of human knowledge.
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